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The Acceleration of
Open Science

● Funder Requirements (Plan S 1st Jan 2021)

● COVID-19, climate change & other global challenges that require 
urgent and collaborate solutions

● The Impact Agenda

● Combat challenge of mis- and dis-information



National Open Research 
Forum (NORF)

By 2030 “All Irish scholarly 
publications resulting from 
publicly funded research 
will be openly available by 
default”



How Open Science supports 
Research Integrity

• Improves transparency and reproducibility

• Helps identify & correct errors more efficiently

• Researchers can access a wider range of research, promoting 

greater interdisciplinarity and more diverse collaborations

• Increases public trust in science through greater transparency 

reducing mis- and disinformation in society



“Research institutions need 

to be designed better for 

trust

Too many institutions approach trust as an 

inherent right and don’t invest in the 

relationship building or transparency that 

underpins that” 

https://council.science/current/blog/tbb-webinars-takeaways



Open Outputs
● Open Access to publications improves knowledge 

transfer

● Supports greater visibility of research & researchers 
including those who may not publish in “high impact” 
journals or publishing on less ‘popular’ topics

● Preprints help errors to be spotted & fixed earlier

● Data & code sharing increases reproducibility
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Open Methods

● Pre-registration of hypotheses before study starts

● Registered Reports (manuscripts accepted for publication 
before data collection & analysis so removes incentive for 
selective reporting)

● Open methods provide opportunity for feedback & 
potential improvements before data collection
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Positive result 
rate significantly 
lower in 
registered reports 
than in standard 
reports
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Scheel, Anne M. et al. (2021) An excess of positive results: comparing the standard psychology 
literature with registered reports. Advances in Methods and Practices in Psychological Science 
April‐June 2021, Vol. 4, No. 2, pp. 1–12. DOI: 10.1177/25152459211007467

Publisher bias? 
Reporting bias? 
Citation bias? 



How Open Science benefits 
you and your research?

• A larger and more diverse audience for your research, especially outside 
the academic community

• Greater & faster innovation, re-use and uptake of your research 
findings, increasing potential impact

• Increase citation impact* from greater visibility and access

• Get credit for creating and sharing broader outputs like data, code etc

• Comply with funder requirements

• Access & re-use existing research data

https://doi.org/10.7717/peerj.4375 | https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0253129

https://doi.org/10.7717/peerj.4375
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0253129


Figure 5: Average relative citations of different access types of a random sample of WoS articles and 
reviews with a DOI published between 2009 and 2015. DOI: 10.7717/peerj.4375/fig-5
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What Open Science means for 
you & your research in practice?

• A spectrum not binary

• Looks different for different disciplines and methodologies

• “As open as possible, as closed as necessary”

• Progress not perfection: What next step can I take?

• A shift is happening in research assessment (DORA, CoARA etc.) from 
venue level towards article level evaluation



COS Strategy for Culture & 
Behaviour Change

Source: https://www.cos.io/blog/strategy-for-culture-change

Academic
Libraries



IReL Open Access Publishing Agreements (26)

OA articles published
2021: 2813 (42%)
2022 est: 3,164 
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17Making your research Open Access PDF guide

https://libguides.ucd.ie/ld.php?content_id=33396741


IS OA “Predatory” publishing?

• Open Access is just an access model

• Always evaluate the credentials and quality of any publisher –
subscription or open

• Research misconduct and authorship issues happen in 
subscription journals/paywalled articles too

• Open ≠ quality but it is an enabler and helps identify and 
correct misconduct and QRPs more quickly



Identifying reputable 
publication venues
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Make one small 
change today to 
support Open 
Science
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● Consider OA options/policies when choosing a publication venue

● Avail of the Library’s OA Publishing Agreements or if you publish behind a 
paywall, archive the AAM in Research Repository UCD

● Create a Research Data Management Plan (dmp.ucd.ie)

● Add a Data Availability Statement to your publication/outputs

● Share your data through a disciplinary data repository or Zenodo 

● If unable to share your data, deposit the metadata in a repository to 
increase its discoverability and make the data available on request.

● Where relevant, pre-register your research plan or publish a registered 
report

● Consider publishing your work as a preprint (Double-check with your 
chosen journal if preprints constitute prior publication)
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● Choose an appropriate open licence for your research outputs

● Consider engaged research strategies, e.g. citizen science, to make your 
research more inclusive, accessible and impactful outside academia

● Negotiate & retain author rights with publishers so you can reuse your 
own work

● Evaluate research on its intrinsic merits not the publication venue

● If you’re on a journal editorial board, advocate for fair open access policies 
e.g. embargo lengths and open access charges

● Use Open Educational Resources as part of your teaching materials

● Avail of Open Research training opportunities
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Open Research Skills & Training



Further Help & Information
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UCD Library Open Access
libguides.ucd.ie/openaccess

UCD Library Research Data Management
libguides.ucd.ie/data

UCD Library Citizen Science
libguides.ucd.ie/Citizen_Science



Questions?
Michelle Dalton
Head of Research Services, UCD Library

michelle.dalton@ucd.ie
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